2000 gmc envoy headlight

I am trying to replace the HID headlight bulb on the upper part of the headlight assembly. I have
the bulb, just cannot get the original bulb out of the ballast. How does this come out? Okay, I
suppose I should clarify that this is not an original part. Come to find out this is a Philips Xenon
D2S ignitor. I managed to destroy the bulb trying to get it out. A GMC dealer would not touch it.
Anyone with any ideas? Any help is appreciated I am getting frustrated! Do you. I am having the
same exact issue with my Envoy. What did you end up doing to resolve the problem? Was this
answer. I am having the same issue. Can you just replace the bulb? If so how do you get the
bulb out. I am able to get to the bulb using a tamper proof bit, but I cannot figure out how to
replace just the bulb. I would like to try the bulb from the other headlight that is working just to
verify that the bulb is indeed bad. I would just put in GMC Jimmy head lights in or you can
convert it to a light bulb. I see this is from , but if you need help I know all about them. Also, if
you want to sell the headlights I will buy them! Hey guys, surprised that this thread is still
active! The guy at the shop had pity on me and installed them. Total pain. The headlights are
now worth more than the entire car, I believe! Approaching , miles on this one though. It is a
keeper. Good luck. If anyone has other options please post! I am sorry next time they go out I
can fix them way cheaper. If any one needs help I can set up a eBay exchange to fix them
cheaper! It is messed up what GM is doing this to people and not helping them out. Hey David,
that is a great option, as far as the conversion kits I shopped around for them when I was
having this problem. The issue with the kits is that the mounting screws on the kits do not
match the holes on the chassis that the "igniter" sits in, which is then hard-wired to the bulb.
So, I think the suggestion about the Jimmy light and housing is probably right on. It would be
nice if GM were a little more flexible on the price, but I suppose they need the money these
days. How do I buy that your kit? Let me know. Thanks, Andre Was this answer. Anyway my
headlights assemblies are messed up so now I need the headlight assemblies and the right
lights for them which I think are or bulbs. The ones that are messed up I think are called
diamond editions. Please help. I have a pair of Jimmy headlights and I am about to attempt to
swap them into my Envoy. Can you give me any tips on how to accomplish this? Can I use the
existing wire harness or do I need to replace that also? Any help would be greatly appreciated.
Please login or register to post a reply. Not The Drls. Our team of certified mechanics is ready to
answer your questions. When I Took It Out Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free! It
looks like you're new here. If you want to get involved, click one of these buttons! Howdy,
Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To Guides. Service Centers in.
Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros. August edited July in GMC. I bought a used 07
Envoy. The headlights are out of wack. How do I align them? I saw that the light compartments
have two small tabs that you pull up to release the headlight compartment, but I didn't want to
mess with it. July I have a GMC Envoy and my headlights have quit working, well at least the
low beams both sides at the same time. I have checked the fuses and the bulbs and both are
fine. What else can I check before giving up and landing at the mercy of a local auto shop? I am
not exactly a mechanical girl, so feel free to speak in short words. August I am having the same
problem. I even went ahead and changed the headlamp switch November I have a Envoy SLT
and have recently been experiencing a problem with the automatic headlights. They will not turn
on even when it is completely dark. If we turn the car off and let it sit for an amount of time they
will come on when we restart it. Does anyone know why this is happening or have any ideas on
how to fix it? We are the second owners and have already had to replace the control panel
module because it was causing the instrument panel to go crazy, lights blinking, guages not
working, etc. The Fog lights work, and the high beams work when the knob is turned to "on",
but not on automatic. It's almost like the sensor is not sensing that it is dark outside. Can
anyone help? December I have a envoy xuv and i have noticed that when i use the power
windows my volts gauge goes down slightly and my dash lights as well as my headlights dim a
little. January I have a Envoy SLT and three times in the past year the headlights have gone off
at night while driving. The manual switch will not turn them on. Only the emergency flashers will
work. After stopping the car and waiting a few minutes will the lights work again. This can be a
dangerous condition and I am hoping someone might have a fix for me. I have a GMC Envoy
and had the same problem. What worked for me was changing the headlight fuse. No more
problems. Tip: the fuse is the same one for the fan Only problem i've had since i purchased the
Envoy. I have a GMC Envoy. Unfortunatly the issue is present on all these vehicles. Many new
customers have reported flicker, flash or even off issues. GM has a "confidential internal"
bulletin for this issue. Just make sure cables and battery connections are clean and tight, if alt
and battery check out ok issue was built in and no fix is available. February March Can I replace
the system with an after market kit? September Thanks rrobar. I had the same problem with my
Envoy, and did what you suggested - swapped the 45 relay into the 46 spot to check - and my
headlights worked with the 45 to verify my 46 relay was bad. Sure could use some HELP with

this!!! You can get a replacement bulb far cheaper than that at an auto parts store. I would have
never bought the car if I knew that there was this possibility of this happening. So far I don't
know if its possible. The dealer can't give me a answer, they dont know for sure!!!! I don't know
for certain what the answer is to your question but I notice there are a lot of kits on the market
for converting standard headlights to HID. It would stand to reason that the reverse process
should be possible and feasible. If you run across something, it would should be appreciated if
you would pass it along to me. I am in the same boat with a Jimmy Diamond edition and yes you
can. What you need to do is get the bulb retainer off of a standard headlight assy. Bulb unplug
the ballast assy. I would get the retainer out of a junkyard for cheap The harness that plugs into
the Ballast is the connector for the bulb. The bulb retainer will screw to the headlight assy at the
same locations as the HID bulb Security Torx screws. You might want to pick up some 10
screws and replace the security Torx fasteners. The ballest is behind each headllight assy. You
most likely will have to remove the bumper cover to access the ballast resistor. You can get the
security Torx bits at Harbor Freight if you need them. October Especially when replacing two
headlights cost more than the entire trade in value of the vehicle Using the limited information
on the internet I was able to convert the HID headlights to standard bulbs. I was able to unplug
the harness without removing the ballast. Though the bulb would connect to the new assembly again, too much money. They have a storefront on Amazon. I managed to manipulate the
harness enough to get it installed though. Both low-beam hightlights went out. The high beams
still work. I do think its the fuses, since I switched the low beam fuse with the high beam and
still had the problem. Do you have any idea what it could be? Are "relays" the same as fuses? I
had the same problem. I found a mechanic that could covert my envoy to standard headlights
but GM would not send the parts. After extensive searching this is what I did. I bought an
aftermarket HID plug and play kit for envoy. Hope this helps. My new lights are two years old
now. Went to a local auto store and bought the low-beam and the socket for it. I removed the
headlight cluster and took out the old HID light and igniter. Following the wire back to the
ballast, I cut it and threw it all away. I left the old ballast where it was because it was a pain to
get at. Next I cut the wires going into the ballast on the opposite side from the one I just cut.
This is just the good old regular juice to make the good old regular headlight you just bought
work. Wire the two together and you are good to go. You will have to make sure the new light is
secure in the cluster. I used a short piece of metal strapping and screwed it right into the same
holes. I may do the driver's side just to get them both out of the way. I am sure there is a short
somewhere, but how do I find out where? Also, my air conditioner works up front, but the rear
vents do not work. Any hints? I have a Envoy and I also have this problem. Early morning after
startup for at least 30 minutes, my lights will flicker. Just wanted to say thanks a million for your
post. I had searched and searched for solutions to the Envoy HID problem with no luck. When
we bought our Envoy the passenger-side HID, igniter, and ballast had all been removed already.
I used some metal strapping to hold a bulb in the HID hole, but it was not a good long-term
solution. They got here quickly and were well packaged and brand new. The passenger side was
a breeze since the connector had already been freed from the ballast. The driver's side was
tougher. I tried like hell to remove the ballast, but without completely removing the front bumper
cover, it seemed impossible. Then I just tried to get the connector free, which was also a
[non-permissible content removed] because it was impossible to get my hand into the space
where it was connected. I fussed with trying different angles for a good half hour. I finally sent a
long flathead screwdriver into the cavity and it pried off really easily note to self for next time. At
this point, the original assembly was now dangling from the ballast. I cut the wire as close to the
ballast as I could and was finally free to install the new light. The wires barely reached, but they
did. This is an excellent solution for those of us who prefer regular, easy to find, cheap
headlights over proprietary redonkulously expensive HIDs. April Recently while driving at night,
they both turn off. This has happened to me quite often in the past week. I have had to ride the
rest of the way to my destination with my high-beams. However, my fog lights still work. I have
replaced the fuses for both headlights and checked the battery, in case a cable was loose. It
turned off on me when the car was on but in park. It has come back on for me once. This was
after I hit the top of the fuse box cover to lock it back in place and the lights immediately turned
on. Could anyone tell me what else to check for? May That would really help my mechanic who I
think will take this job on if its not going to be a nightmare!! Would appreciate additional info
from you-it would really help. Thanks you much, in advance Doug. That would be of great help if
you can do this for me. I followed all these instructions except I chose to take the bumper cover
and bumper off. The same plug that is in the ballast fits right into the new headlight so no
rewiring! Thank you for the help! Now I'll go sell the good side and the ballast and ignitor for the
other. As it turns out, just the bulb was burned out but in the long run, the conversion will be
more cost effective. Without your feedback and support the fix would not have been possible,

would not have been able to tell my mechanic where to start. Sorry Bout That No wires to Cut.
Its your Free. I bought a Envoy in April The headlight went out and I thought it would be an easy
fix. Igniter and ballast Headlight. So I have been searching high and low for a solution on the net
and there you appeared. I called the website you suggested and they have a GMC Jimmy
headlight in stock and Kerry the sales associate remembered you and said she is glad
everything worked in your favor. Well have fabulous Memorial Day and I hope everything goes
as well for me. Signed, C. Took him about an hour, maximum. Wish I could see her pic!!! You've
caused alot of headaches, to alot of us. I,too, am experiencing the vary same situation with my
Envoy. What a shame that a company does this to their customers. It's no wonder people don't
trust companies like GM anymore. We can't afford to buy the parts let alone have it fixed. I am
very interested in the drivers side assembly if you still have it. Let me know if it is available.
Thanks for your input! June I am sorry, I ended up giving the remaining drivers side assembly
to a neighbor, who has a friend with the same headlight issue. Sorry bout that--and--good luck
with your FIX. I have a Envoy. I love this car. Bought it used runs like new but I too have the
headlight problem. Your solution sounds great. I even have a mechanic living behind my house
who says he would install the conversion kit on both sides. My problem is where to get the
parts. I'm not good with all the parts stuff. Any suggestions. I also don't have any credit cards.
Any help would be awesome. I see your problem. Try some LOCAL junkyards to you and
explain that you need to pay by cash or check, and I'll bet they will order the Headlights for you
and have them delivered to their location so you can pick them up. Give them the number of the
place I purchased mine - you'll see in my prior posts all the information regarding where I
purchased mine online. Below is what I purchased Mostly From Ebay 1. Price Varies 2 ea 3. Pair
of D1S Bulb Holders. You have to modify the bulb holders to mount to the mounting screw
locations of the headlight. You will also have to mount the ballast and connect the ballast to the
factory harness. May have to splice the connector in. If any one wants pics Pics would be great if you post them on your CarSpace page then future visitors won't have to try to track you down
for them. Posted PIC's in my car space page. I also have an after market HID solution. I pulled
two bulb retainers off of 4 headlight late 90's GM sedan. I removed the mounting flange from the
original bulb and used that to secure the bulb retaine to the headlight. Now any bulb will work
including HID conversion kit. I plan on selling this set of hedlights on ebay with the bulb
retainers included. I posted Pics of this modification as well. This would be the least expensive
way to keep the HID by using a conversion kit. Here's the link. The ballast connector is the same
as the bulb. Update: In order for the bul
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b retainer to fully seat in the headlight i have notched the retainer where the 3 mounting posts
are and dremeled out the area where the alignment pin is on the headlight. I need to add a
spacer to compress the retainer now. Having the bulb sit further in the headlight will get the
optics correct as possible. Recently my headlights have been decided to be difficult But can
anyone tell me what this means, what the problem is and if it is something that has to be done
by a mechanic, how much it will cost? ALSO, do I need to switch 45 an 46 back to their original
position or can I continue to drive like this without anything else going wonky on me? Thanks
so much! I followed the same fix described by message 54 from smittygirl, and it worked for me
too. I have a Envoy, and yes indeed, switching the 46 module with the 45 module did the job.
Both low beams are working again. My turn to be screwed with this situation. We'll see what my
mechanic says on Monday. Sign In or Register to comment.

